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The variable-capacitance diode is one of the most promising nonlinear

elements for low-noise parametric amplifiers. In practice, however, these

diodes have a small series resistance, and this limits the minimum obtainable

noise figure; for (he better diodes, the effect of the shunt conductance can be

neglected. Taking the contribution of this series resistance into account, this

paper discusses the minimum noise figure of parametric amplifiers under

various conditions. It is shown that the minimum noise figures are basically

determined by a dynamic quality faetc/r of the diode, which will be defined

in this paper, under the assumed model of a series resistance as the only

parasitic element. Identical minimum noise figures are obtained for lower

sideband amplifiers operated with optimum idler frequency, for those with

the idler load at 0°K, and for the upper sideband up-converter . In terms

oj the over-all syste?7is noise figure, however, the lower sideband amplifier is

superior to the upper sideband up-converter, for here the gain is limited by

the ratio of output to input frequency.

Experimental values are given for the figure of merit of various diodes.

Universal curves are also given which demonstrate noise behavior of the

various systems as a function of the network parameters and component

temperatures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The variable-capacitance parametric amplifier is of interest primarily

because it shows promise of very low noise amplification. However,

variable capacitance diodes have a small but finite series resistance

which limits the obtainable minimum noise figure; for the better diodes,

the shunt conductance can be neglected.

Taking the contribution of this resistance into account, Leenov
1

has

discussed the noise figure of upper sideband up-converter, and Haus and

Penfield
2
and others

3,4
'
5
have discussed the lower sideband circulator-

type amplifier. This paper discusses the lower sideband idler output

095
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amplifier and the degenerate amplifier, in addition to the amplifiers

mentioned above, and compares them to one another. Further, we shall

demonstrate the unique importance of the dynamic quality factor Q, as

defined here, in characterizing the diode at a given temperature for noise

figure considerations.

The diode is assumed to be a series connection of a junction capaci-

tance C(t), which is a periodic function of time, and a spreading re-

sistance R„

.

Leenov, as well as Haus and Penfield, used the open-circuit assumption

for the imwanted frequencies at the diode junction. However, there are

a number of published papers
3,5

'
6

' 7,8
in which the short-circuit assump-

tion is used. We shall discuss both of these cases simultaneously, and

show that the two assumptions give the same expressions for the noise

figure, if the dynamic quality factor Q is redefined for each case.

The following conclusions are obtained :f

(a) The noise figure of a diode amplifier is basically determined by

the dynamic quality factor Q of the diode; the noise figure improves

with increasing value of Q.

(b) The minimum noise figure for room temperature operation of the

lower sideband amplifiers is obtained when the idler load resistance ap-

proaches zero.

(c) For a given Q at the signal frequency, there exists an optimum

idler frequency which gives the smallest noise figure for the particular

diode.

(d) Refrigeration of the idler load improves the noise figure only

under certain conditions. As long as the idler frequency is lower than

the optimum, the noise figure of the amplifier with an idler load at zero

temperature absolute can be as low as that obtained using the optimum

idler frequency.

(e) The minimum noise figure of the upper sideband up-converter is

equal to that of the lower sideband amplifiers with the optimum idler

frequency or with a zero temperature idler load.

The conclusions (b) and (c) are similar to those reached by Haus
and Penfield,

2
Kotzebue,

4
and Knechtli and Weglein,

6
but are extended

in this paper to include the case of lower sideband idler output amplifiers.

In this case, to obtain the minimum noise figure, most of the idler power

generated by the parametric action is to be dissipated in the series

resistance of the diode. The output power, however, can be finite be-

cause of the unlimited gain obtainable with the negative resistance effect.

t Similar conclusions have been obtained by R. P. Rafuse of M.I.T. (private

communication)

.
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The conclusion (e) states further that, if the same diode is to be em-

ployed, a superior over-all noise figure performance is obtained with the

lower sideband amplifier, inasmuch as the gain of the lower sideband

amplifier can be larger than that of the upper sideband one. Neverthe-

less, there are other significant applications of the upper sideband up-

converter which make its study important.

Two aspects of minimum noise amplification, not covered in the

literature, are discussed in detail. These are

(a) the effects of load refrigeration;

(b) optimum upper sideband construction.

Universal curves are included which demonstrate noise behavior of the

various systems as a function of Q.

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE LOWER SIDEBAND AMPLIFIER

If the assumption is made that the only currents which flow through

the diode junction are at the signal (ojj) and idler (w2 ) frequencies, that

is, making the open-circuit assumption for the unwanted frequencies,

the junction is characterized by the following equation:

Ci

e-i

I

I 1

.M(2Ky jwoKo

>\

(1)

where e is the junction voltage, i is the junction current, and their sub-

scripts 1 and 2 refer to the signal («x) and idler («2 ) frequencies re-

spectively.

The quantities K and Ki are defined by

(k
= l + h C0SUpt + (2)

where C(i) is a junction capacitance which is a periodic function of time.

If, on the other hand, the assumption is made that the only voltages

which appear across the junction are at the signal and idler frequencies,

that is, making the short circuit assumption for the unwanted fre-

quencies, the j miction is characterized by

>2

c\ — jco2C

''1

C-2*

(3)
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where C and C\ are denned by

C(t) = Co - C, eo? aj + (4)

If 1)0th sides of (3) are multiplied by the inverse of the two-by-two

matrix, (3) becomes

d

Co'

Co

(7i "I

2

12*

d
2 Co

fa
\
c°

2

- t) j<c2 (c
2 - -±)

(5)

The diagonal terms in the impedance matrices of (1) and (5) are just

ordinary capacitances in series with the variable capacitance and, there-

fore, play no essential role in the parametric process. These capacitances

are included in the input and output circuits, which are expressed by

the impedances Zn and Z2-2 respectively.

The series resistance R, is considered as the only dissipative clement

of the diode, f and the dynamic quality factor of the diode is defined by

Q =

Q =

co 2KX I R s

(for open-circuit assumption), (6)

C,

C 2 -^
= Qo

R,
?
-

1

(for short-circuit assumption) (7^

respectively, where t

7 =
Co

and Qo is the ordinary quality factor of the diode defined by

1
Qo =

Co/?.CdUo

(8)

(9)

t For low-noise gallium arsenide diodes this assumption is good up to X-band,
but for silicon mesa-type diodes a shunt conductance has to be taken into account
at frequencies around this band.

J Our 7 is twice the y used by Kotzebue. 4
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If C(l) is sinusoidal, an expression for the dynamic quality factor for

the open-circuit assumption can be obtained in terms of 7 and Q :

Q = Q.

1 - VT=
7 Vl — 7

2

When 7 is small, the dynamic quality factor simplifies to

Q = |Qo

(10)

(11)

for both assumptions, but when 7 approaches unity, the open-circuit

assumption gives a larger value for Q, as shown in Fig. 1.

If, on the other hand, 1/C(t) is sinusoidal, the same value of Q is

obtained for both short- and open-circuit assumptions.

Using these two definitions of the dynamic quality factor, the same

equivalent circuit is obtained for both assumptions, as shown in Fig. 2.

In this figure, Ei is the open-circuit voltage of the input generator.

A simple calculation shows that Fig. 2 can be replaced by the more

convenient form of Fig. 3, where the whole circuit is, in effect, completely

separated into two parts, the o>i circuit and the w2 circuit.

1.0

0.9

0.8
OPEN-CIRCUIT/
ASSUMPTION /

'-'SHORT-CIRCUIT
ASSUMPTION

^^

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

7

Fig. 1 — Q/Q vs. y.
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Li L2

jQ2 Rsl*Qj }QjQ,Rs t

wv
Fig. 2 — Circuit representation of lower sideband amplifier.

The real part of the input impedance of the diode at a>i is

* + *(-^&)-
The largest magnitude of the negative resistance is obtained when Z2o

is equal to zero, and the resistance is

R.(i - QA).

It is worth noting that when Q1Q2 becomes unity the diode no longer

shows negative resistance and the amplifier ceases to show gain.

III. MINIMUM NOISE FIGURE FOR LARGE GAIN

From Fig. 3 the output power at the idler frequency is easily cal-

culated. The result is

(0\ CIRCUIT

QtQ2 Rs
2

Rs

A/W
<Oz CIRCUIT

Fig. 3 — Equivalent circuit of lower sideband amplifier
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Pa =
§* ft

1

I ft

(+¥)( 1 + F J " 'M"'

2 » (12)

where ftz, is the load resistance and is a part of Z22

Since the available power of the source is

P„v =
7,'

I

2

\
r-\\

±R a

'
(13)

where Rg is the internal resistance of the generator, the gain becomes

(14)G2\
=

i
RBRl [\ 2

(
i+ ¥)(i+l)-^

Equation (14) is the gain of the amplifier whose input is at a>i and out-

put at o>2

.

The noise voltage in the coi circuit is given by

|
eni |

2 = 4kB(TgRg + T& + T.R.), (15)

where Rg + #i is the real part of Zn ; k is the Boltzmann constant; B
is the bandwidth; and Tg , T x ,

and T, are the temperatures of Rg ,

Ri , and R, , respectively.

Substituting (15) in place of
|
Ex \" in (12), the noise output due to

this noise voltage becomes

N2l
=
UB(TgRg + TiRi + T.R.)

|^2 &
2

/Y,
1+^1 " W-

(1G)

Similarly, the noise output at o>2 produced by noise sources in the co2

circuit is found to bc|

N22 =
4kB(l\RL + T2R2 + T./2.) |* 1 +

R*

1 + jjr ) - Oft

(17)

!(»(
where /? L + 7?2 is the real part of Z22 and T L and T2 are the temperatures

t The assumption is made that the gain of the amplifier is large. If it is small,

a more elaborate calculation is necessary.
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of R L and /?•_> respectively. Upon combining (14), ( 16), and (17), the

noise figure of the amplifier becomes

-. Nn + N22 - TtRx + T.R.

G,vkTaB TgRg

TjMl + T2R2 + T.R.

TgRg

1 + an (18)

ft»

Equation (18) is the noise figure of the lower sideband idler output

amplifier. In a similar manner, one can calculate the gain and noise

figure of the amplifier whose input and output are both at w\ but sep-

arated by means of a circulator :f

r, * 2

G11 2*

4^
2

R„2
1 + "22

'is

•» 1 +
Zw
R s

- Q1Q2

Fi^l +
r
l\Ri

r„it

T.R. TiMl + T2R2 + T.#. &
T„R t

I + 22_

(19)

(20)

For both cases, the large-gain condition is given by

(
1+ l)(1 + lr) =

(
1 + ¥)(1 + R-*«" (21)

where we have made use of the fact that Q\Q 2 is a real quantity. Sub-

stituting (21) into (18) and (20), the identical noise figure expression

is obtained for both the lower sideband idler output and circulator-type

amplifier, namely,

F =

1 + TJtx + Ttf.

1 0R0
+

TLRL + T2R2 + TaRs «! #„ + fti + 72.

TgRg W2 72z, + /fr + i2.
(22)

The following discussion, therefore, holds equally well for both cases.

Let us assume first that TL is equal to T„ and that T2 is not smaller

than T» . Under these conditions, using the high-gain condition (21) in

conjunction with (22), it can be shown that R„ must be as large as

possible to minimize the noise figure. Using (21), this requires that

Ri , Rl + R2 , and the reactive components of Zn and Z22 must all be

as small as possible.

t The assumption is made that the gain of the amplifier is large. If it is small,

a more elaborate calculation is necessary.
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When

R L = g, = R 2 = Im Zn = Im Z22 = 0,f (23)

(21) becomes

1 + ^ = Q1Q2 ,
(24)

lis

and the noise figure expression simplifies to give the minimum value of

F =1 + K^(l+ <*»«\ (25)

0)2 /

Equation (25) is the minimum noise figure of a lower sideband

amplifier with a fixed idler frequency under the assumption of only a

series-resistance parasitic element. Equation (25) is a function of wj

,

and there is an optimum idler frequency for which a minimum is ob-

tained. Using the relation

A = -1 & (26)
«2

and (25), the smallest noise figure Fm , m (i.e. optimized impedances and

optimized idler frequency) is given by

F-- 1 + 2Uh + iv i+
i)'

(27)

when

a>2= = VTTQ? - i. (28)

In Fig. 4, Fm is plotted versus Qi for several different values of o^/wi

under the condition T, = T . Fig. 5 gives the corresponding plot of

Fm.m versus Q x . The optimum value for u2/wi versus Q\ is shown in Fig. 6.

IV. IDLER LOAD REFRIGERATION

Iii the noise figure expression, (25), we have assumed that T L = T,

and concluded that, fo obtain a low noise figure, the idler load re-

t For the lower sideband idler output amplifier, if R L = 0, the numerator of

(14) becomes zero. However, by a suitable adjustment of the denominator, we
may still have large gain for the limiting case of lit, —> 0.
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UJ 4

I

I

1

A
1 \\ \

\|2 124

\
s.

'

1 1 1 |

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 20 30 40 50 60 80 iOO

DYNAMIC QUALITY FACTOR, Q,

Fig. 4 — Minimum noise figure F ,„ of lower sideband amplifier with fixed idler

frequency.

sistance R L should be as small as possible. If T\ < Ta ,f however, one

may expect to obtain a further improvement in the noise figure for a

fixed idler frequency by properly adjusting the load resistance. We
shall now examine this possibility, but again under the assumption that

Ti is not smaller than T, . From (22), under the condition of constant

Rl , the value of the noise figure becomes small when R becomes large.

Because of the large-gain condition (21), the maximum in Rg is ob-

tained when

Ri = R 2 = Im Zu = Im Z22 = 0. (29)

We shall assume that (29) is satisfied. The condition RL = is now
not necessarily the case for the minimum noise figure, since the last

t There are two ways of characterizing T/, . In the treatment presented here,

it is used to signify the black body emission back into the circuit (see Section III)

.

It has a second description in terms of the noise figure of the output load which
implies TL ^> T, , but this is not the present definition of Ti .



<0 5
_l
UJ
m
o
UJ

°4
Z
UJ
<r

O 3

4 6 8 10 20 40
DYNAMIC QUALITY FACTOR, Q,

60 80 100

Fig. 5 — Minimum noise figure Fm ,m of lower sideband amplifier with optimized

idler frequency or minimum noise figure Fm of upper sideband up-converter.

4 6 8 10 20 40

DYNAMIC QUALITY FACTOR, Q|

60 80 100

Fig. 6 — Normalized optimum idler frequency.

705
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term of (22) can decrease when RL increases, provided that TL < T,

.

If TL < T„ , from (21) and (22) together with the above assumption,

the conditions for the minimum noise figure are given by

Ra = B.

V
A>2 ,

TA QA

T.

I -I-
!
- + \

and

Bl = R* - i

l +/i+ 6 +Si^
The noise figure is expressed as

F = 1 +
r. a...

"r w
Qi

(30)

(31)

1 -
i-S

1 "I- ^ T /J 2

Is W2 <^1

(32)

To obtain a real and positive value of R L in (31), the condition

CO
|

+

1

1-7,
T,

< Qi(h - 1 (33)

T.

must be satisfied. If this is not the case, the minimum noise figure (25)

is obtained when RL = 0, and is consistent with the results of the

previous theory; this will be so when QiQ* is close to unity, or when the

load temperature is close to the diode temperature. On the other hand,

if Tl> T. , we see from (22) that the noise figure decreases as the idler

load RL is reduced, and the minimum noise figure is again given by (25)

when /?;. = 0. Next, we shall check whether or not the condition (33)

is satisfied for the optimum idler frequency.

From (26) and (28), the condition (33) becomes

1

1 -
< 1.

(34)

Because ^ T L ^ T, , the condition (34) is not satisfied. This shows
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that the effort to get further improvement in noise figure by cooling

the idler load resistance proves to be useless after adjusting the idler

frequency to the optimum. Finally, if we make TL = in (32), then we

have exactly the same expression as (27). In this case, the condition

(33) becomes

- < Vl + Qf - 1-

COi

(35)

Comparing (35) with (28), we conclude that, as long as the idler fre-

quency is less than the optimum, the minimum noise figure obtainable

with a zero-temperature idler load is equal to the best that is obtainable

by optimizing the idler frequency.

As an example, taking wi/wj = 3
>
tne curves F versus TL/T, are shown

in Fig. 7 for several different Q's under the condition Ta = T„

.

1.8

Q, = 5

1.4

•^75

1.2
KTo

1.0

15/

0.8

0.6

0,4
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

TL /TS

Fig. 7 — Effect of idler load refrigeration. Idler-to-signal frequency ratio of 3

is used for this calculation.
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V. DOUBLE SIDEBAND OPERATION

In double sideband operation, the signal is introduced in a substantially

symmetrical manner about half the pump frequency so that signal and

noise are present both at coi and at o>2 . Therefore, assuming Zn ~ Z22

,

wi ~ o>2 , and TL ~ Tg , the noise figure expression, derived after some
manipulation, is

F _ JVn + JV12 __ ,
T,R, + T,Rs

r
„
fi

v

fcTB(Gu + G12)
" "^ " TgR„

K60)

The large-gain condition remains the same as (21). To minimize the

noise figure, Rg must be as large as possible and hence

R 1
= R2 = Im Zn = Im Z22 = 0. (37)

Then, (21) becomes

1 + |j
= Q. (38)

From (36), (37), and (38), the minimum noise figure Fm is obtained.

One finds

F« = 1+ f;^h- (39)

The curve Fm versus Q for T, = T„ is shown in Fig. 8.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

A considerable number of noise figure measurements have been made

for double sideband operation at 6 kmc. Some of these results (Table

I) are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of the usual quality factor as

measured at zero bias voltage, f

The circles indicate the results for zero bias operation, and the triangles

indicate those for biased operation with optimum adjustment. The
pump power and the amplifier circuit were adjusted for optimum noise

conditions. The gain of the amplifier was maintained constant at 16 db.

The theoretical noise figure curves for several different 7's are also

drawn in the same figure. The values for 7 given in brackets correspond

to the short-circuit assumption; those without brackets correspond to

the open-circuit assumption.

It is worth noting that the noise figures measured for the same kind

of diode are found in the vicinity of the same 7 curve. For example,

t A technique for measuring Q, and the comparison between the measured
noise figures and the measured values of Q, will be published in the near future.
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Fig. 8 — Minimum noise figure Fm of lower sideband degenerate amplifier.
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Fig. 9 — Measured results for noise figure of various diodes. Circles indicate

the results for zero bias operation, triangles are for biased operation. Solid lines
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Table I

—

Measured Results of Noise Figures for Various Diodes

Diode Number Material Q
F for no bias

(db)
F for bias

(db)

1 silicon 11.2 2.0 1.4

2 silicon 8.5 2.5 1.8

3 silicon 7.4 3.0 —
4 silicon 2.74 4.5 —
5 silicon 4.74 2.87 2.2

silicon 3.88 3.7 3.2
7 germanium 5.78 5.7 4.2
8 germanium 16.65 4.3 2.1
9 silicon 4.4 —

.

5.0
10 silicon 9.3 2.4 1.3
11 silicon 5.85 3.0 2.7
12 gallium arsenide 10.0 3.0 1.4

13 gallium arsenide 7.7 3.S 1.8

14 gallium arsenide 1G.7 2.1 0.9
15 germanium -gold 3.0 — 4.5
16 germanium-gold 3.3 — 4.0
17 germanium-gold 3.1 — 4.4

numbers 1, 2, 3, 10, and 11 are silicon p-n junction diodes, and their

points are a little above the curve y = 0.5 for zero bias operation and

a little below the same curve for biased operation. Numbers 12, 13, and

14 are gallium arsenide diodes, and their noise figures are found along

the 7 = 0.3 curve for no bias operation and a little below the y = 0.5

curve for biased operation. For germanium-gold bonded diodes, numbers

15, 16, and 17
3
the corresponding value of 7 is 0.65 for biased operation.

It should be mentioned that the effective Q of the diode at the operat-

ing point is not the same as that measured at zero bias. This is because

the capacitance of the diode is nonlinear and the pump voltage is swept

over a wide range. Therefore, the average capacitance of the diode

depends on the amplitude of the pump power and the characteristic of

the capacitance. Thus, the values of 7 corresponding to the measured

noise figures do not give a direct indication of the 7 used in the calcula-

tions. However, the difference is expected to be small. Also it should

bo mentioned that the Q's of the diodes were in fact measured at 1 kmc,

and then calculated for the operating frequency of 6 kmc using a rela-

tion similar to (26).

VII. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR THE UP-CONVERTER

For the upper sideband up-converter, the diode junction is char-

acterized by relationships similar to those for the lower side-band

amplifier; that is,
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1 1

t'l

j(aiK jw2(2Ki)

1 1

n

711

(40)

J(ai(2Ki) juiKo

when making the open-circuit assumption for the unwanted frequencies,

and

juiCo J«i
(\

^1 /-Y

JC02 =- Jw2Co

Ci

('1

(41)

when making the short-circuit assumption for the unwanted frequencies.

From these equations, in a similar manner to that of Section II, the

equivalent circuit of Fig. 10 is obtained for both cases.

From this equivalent circuit, the gain and noise figure are found to be

a = R.2

1 +
Rs

i+fM ;- Qsh

„ 1 ,
T.R. + TiRi

,
T.R. + T2R2

T.R. TgR g

1 + l ft"

(42)

(43)

To obtain (43), we have disregarded the noise contribution of RL The

reasoning here follows from the conventional definition of the noise

Fig. 10 — Equivalent circuit of upper sideband up-converter.
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figure which is identified with a particular stage and does not include

the noise contribution of the following stage. Here, RL is taken as the

input impedance of the second stage. This is quite different from the

negative-resistance amplifier discussed before, where the noise power

from the load is also amplified and is, therefore, taken into account as

extra noise attributable to the amplification process.

VIII. MINIMUM NOISE FIGURE

Equation (43) shows that the minimum noise figure is obtained when
1 + (Zu/R8 ) is real and Ri and R2 are as small as possible. Therefore,

by adjusting the circuit so that

Rl = 0, R2 = 0, l+|i=l+§
, (44)

lis Us

(43) becomes

T
F = 1 +

T„

Minimizing F with respect to Ra , the noise figure becomes

F,,= l + 2|(^ + i
/(/ 1 + J

?)
(46)

when

Ro = Rs Vl 4- &2 = RsL. (47)

Comparing (46) with (27), we find that the minimum noise figure is

equal to that of the lower sideband amplifier when this is used with the

optimum idler frequency or with a zero temperature idler load.

The condition for the minimum noise figure is given by (47). There

is a further degree of freedom in the resistance of the load, which does

not appear in the noise expression (45). This degree of freedom is re-

solved by choosing RL for maximum gain. The gain under the assump-

tion of minimum noise figure is

RgRL ft 2

G = n ^ , ^ 5- (48)

(
i+

S)(
i+S +ft*
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Maximizing G with respect to R L , the gain becomes

G = tax

(
l +m +m Vi + ^( l + viTw)

when the output is matched, i.e.,

Rt = R. 1 1 + s flj/.

1 +

(49)

(50)

Equation (49) is thus the maximum gain under the restriction of mini-

mum noise figure. When Q\ and Q2 become large, the gain approaches

102/^1 , as is to be expected. The curves F versus Q\ and G versus Q\ are

shown in Figs. 5 and 11 respectively. Fig. 12 shows L versus Qi and M
versus Qi for several different values of coo/wi

.

IX. MAXIMUM GAIN

Next we shall calculate the maximum gain condition irrespective of

the minimum noise figure condition imposed earlier.

1.0

0.8

uffB
z 0.6

0.4

0.2

s,
5 x

I
s / &/

/£

1 1

1 1

3 4 5 6 8 10 20 ^ 30 40 50 60 80 100

DYNAMIC QUALITY FACTOR, O,

Fig. 11 — Normalized gain of upper sideband up-eonverter under minimum
noise figure condition.
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4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100 200

DYNAMIC QUALITY FACTOR, Q|

Fig. 12 — L iind M vs. Qi

.

From (42), assuming Rg and RL to be constant, the largest gain is

provided by the conditions that Zn and Z22 are real and that R\ and R2

vanish. We therefore only need to investigate the expression (48). Upon

maximizing the right-hand side of (48) with respect to R and RL , the

gain becomes

G = «2 Vl + QVQ, - 1 h K - 1

<* Vl + Q1Q2 + 1
Wl K + 1

when

Rg = R,, = Rs Vl + QiQ, = R»K-

The noise figure under this condition is

,. ,
tJ 1

.
«, 1 Vl + && H 1

(51)

(52)

CO,

(53)
T° \Vl + 55 «« Vl + QyQ, Vl + QxQ, - 1

^ Tg \K
T

W2 K X - 1/

If Q1Q2 is large, if is large, G approaches co2/wi , and F tends to unity, as
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is to l)c expected. The curves F versus Qi , G versus Qi and K versus

Qi arc shown in Figs. 13, 14, and 15.

X. MINIMUM OVER-ALL NOISE FIGURE

In the previous discussions of I he upper sideband up-converte'r, only

the noise figure of the up-convorter was considered and no attention

was paid to the following stage. However, in a practical system, the

over-all noise figure is more important than that of the preamplifier

itself. This is especially so when the gain of the preamplifier is low, or

the over-all noise figure is much higher than that of the preamplifier

alone. We shall therefore consider in this section the over-all noise figure.

As discussed in the previous section, the condition for the minimum

noise figure of the up-converter does not coincide with that for the

maximum gain. Therefore, the best over-all noise performance is ob-

/
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Fig. 13 — Noise figure of upper sideband up-converter under maximum gain

condition.
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Fig. 14 — Normalized maximum gain of upper sideband up-converter.
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tained neither at the minimum noise figure condition nor with maximum

gain.

The noise figure of the second stage depends on the input impedance.

In this discussion, however, we shall assume that the second-stage input

impedance is kept constant by connecting an isolator in front of it.

Thus, the noise figure of the second stage is denned regardless of any

possible mismatch in the output impedance of the up-converter.

The over-all noise figure is given by

F = F, +
F, - 1

(54;

where F, is the noise figure of the up-converter including the isolator,

G\ is the gain, and F2 is the noise figure of the second stage.

Since the best over-all noise figure is obtained when Fi is small and

(?i is large, we have only to investigate the case where Zu and Z22 arc

real and R\ and R2 are equal to zero.

From (45), (48), and (54), the over-all noise figure becomes

F„ = 1 + =£
1

r j_ 1 (1 + L )

2
i

Ti
T(l + L0KA/0 - 1) - &2

^]
4L„MoQi2

(1 +L )(1 + M ) +Qi2 -T
COoJ

+ t :55)

+ (F2 - 1)
4Loil/oQi2

where

Rg = R aL , Rl = R,M .

Minimizing F„ with respect to J/ , the optimum M is given by

C02 1 + L

(56)

(57)

This is the same condition as (50). Under this condition, the optimum

value Lo is found to be

U = Qi

CO]

J_
W1

£ + 2(F,-l)
1 „ CO?

T,
+ F, - 1

(58)
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Fig. 1(> — Over-all noise figure Fo Output-to-signal frequency ratio of 3 is

used for (his calculation.

If we make F2 = 1, (58) becomes

L = Vl +&2

;

which is the same as (47), the condition for the minimum noise figure.

If we make F2
—> «, (57) and (58) become

Mo = Vl + &&,

u = Vi + a£.

These are the maximum gain conditions which appear in (52). There-

fore, as expected, when the second stage has a very poor noise figure,

the up-converter should be adjusted for the maximum gain condition,

while it must be at the minimum noise figure condition if the second

stage noise figure is close to unity.

From (55), (57), and (58), the minimum over-all noise figure is given by
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""= 1+ #
2

4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100

DYNAMIC QUALITY FACTOR, Q,

+ F2 - 1 +

Fig. 17 — L vs. Q\ .

-X
(F2

-1

,2# «« Q̂ ffi—)]&—')
(59)

As an example, taking TV^, = 1 and co2/o>i = 3, the curves F versus

Qi , L versus Qi , and M versus Qi are shown in Figs. 16, 17, and 18,

respectively, to show the general tendency of the variations in these

parameters.

XI. CONCLUSION

On the assumption that the series resistance of the diode is the only

parasitic, element, we have calculated the minimum noise figures for

both the lower sideband and the upper sideband parametric amplifiers

under various conditions. For each case, the noise figure is basically

determined by the dynamic quality factor Q of the diode. The larger Q
is, the lower is the noise figure which can be obtained. If the practically

obtainable values of Q are equal for different diodes, the same minimum

noise figure is expected. Even for the static diode Q, i.e., Qc is very high,

it is impossible to build a low-noise amplifier if the capacitance varia-
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Fig. 18 — M vs. Qi .

tion is small. Therefore, we conclude that the dynamic quality factor

Q is more appropriate than Q as a measure of the quality of a variable

capacitance diode.

The identical noise figure expression is obtained for both the lower

sideband idler output and the circulator-type amplifier, if the gain in

each case is large. The minimum noise figure of the lower sideband am-
plifier for room-temperature operation is obtained when the idler load

resistance approaches zero. For a given Qi there exists an optimum idler

frequency at which the realizable noise figure is equal to the best that is

obtainable with a zero temperature idler load.

The minimum noise figure of the upper sideband tip-converter is equal

to that of the lower sideband amplifier. Since the maximum gain of the

upper sideband up-converter is limited by the ratio of output to input

frequency, while the gain of the lower sideband amplifier is unlimited,

a superior over-all noise figure is expected with the lower sideband am-
plifier.
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APPENDIX

Stability Comparison for Two Different Types of Lower Sideband Amplifier

Since the lower sideband idler-output and circulator-type amplifiers

give the same noise figure under the large-gain condition, the question

of which is more stable arises. With large gain and minimum noise

operation, the idler-output type is less stable than the circulator type.

To sec that this is so, consider the gain expressions (14) and (19). The

major cause for instability comes from the denominator, since the two

terms in the denominator almost cancel each other and a small variation

of either term brings about a large variation in the gain. For instance, a

small increase in the pump power can cause enough variation in Q\Q%

for the amplifier to break into oscillation. Similarly, a small change in the

input impedance Zn gives a large variation.

For a given gain, if the numerator is small, the cancellation of the two

terms in the denominator must be more complete; in other words, the

negative resistance effect must be more fully utilized, making the am-

plifier less stable. Thus, for the comparison of the stability of the two

types, we only have to investigate the numerator of the gain expressions.

For the minimum noise figure,

R = RsiQA - 1),

#L ->o.

Hence we see at once that the idler-output type has the smaller numer-

ator, making it the less stable amplifier.

Let us now consider the case where RL is small but finite, i.e., where

we accept some degradation in noise performance. The comparison should

then be made between R„ ^ A&& and RLQi, for
|

1 + (Z22*/ff„)
|

2

is approximately unity and QiQ-2 » 1 . From this comparison, we find that

Rl/R* > coi/o>2 is the approximate condition for the idler-output type

to be the more stable. The noise figure does not change very rapidly

when Ri./Rs changes a little from its optimum value of zero. In fact, the

noise figure thus obtainable corresponds to a decrease in Q\Qi by the

factor of R,/(R, + Rl)- We therefore conclude that, when the ratio of

the idler frequency to the signal frequency is large, the idler-output type

can be made the more stable with only a small sacrifice in the noise

figure.

There is still another type of operation, namely the transmission type,

where the output load is directly coupled at the signal frequency. It

can he shown in a wav similar to the above discussion that, using this
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scheme, it is never possible to achieve more stable operation than with

the circulator type, and the obtainable noise figure is poorer than or at

best equal to that of the circulator type.

It should be remarked that the major limitation in the bandwidth

also comes from the denominator of the gain expression. The above

argument therefore holds equally well for a bandwidth comparison.

The above discussion holds only for room-temperature operation. If

load refrigeration is available (i.e., a cold isolator at the idler frequency),

a different conclusion is reached; i.e., under certain conditions, it is

possible to make the idler-output type more stable without a sacrifice

in the noisefigure.
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